Sриханн's sentence goes to jury

LOS ANGELES (UPI) - Life or death for Srinah B. Srinah was put in the hands of the jury yesterday after an impassioned appeal from the defense for the circle of violence in Sen. Robert F. Kennedy's office and to its courtroom.

The 25 year old Palestinian Arab chewed a wad of gum and showed no emotion as an angry prosecution attorney said a half dozen years in prison for the United States' self-proclaimed democratic leadership.

Srinah was stoic as his own lawyer, Grant Cooper, appealed to the "teenage man from woman jury not to seek revenge but to put the senator's killer behind bars for the rest of his life.

"We found Kennedy's own speech's in his plea to the jury to spare Srinah's life."

In a climax in which he himself appeared close to tears, Cooper turned and faced Srinah across the room and said: "Srinah Srinah, have done all I can for you... Your fate is in the hands of an American jury."

Trouble at Cornell, Harvard, Purdue

(UPI)-The president of violence-threatened Cornell University yesterday declared an "emergency situation," banned firearms on campus and ordered "at any time to stop the taking over of university buildings by force."

Hundreds of Harvard students re-occupied the same administration building from which militants were ejected in a police sweep April 10. About 200 Purdue University students began a sit in at the school's administration building.

Demonstrators at both Harvard and Purdue said the protests yesterday would be one day affair. The Harvard protesters acted to back the strike of the university over its military connections. Demonstrators at Purdue protested officials'" that they were a part of the "outlawed Irish civil rights movement."

James Perkins, Cornell president, acted after a wild weekend in which armed Negroes held the Student Union Building for nearly a day in line with the "outlawed Irish civil rights movement."

The majority of the world's scientists construed Durwin's work on evolution to include the way in which humans were found congregated and which justified the black man's lower position in respect to the whites.

By Clifford Wintrode

THE White Racist Conference began its week long slate of activities yesterday at Harvard. Dr. James Silver, ND history professor, revealed and discussed three classes issued statement, on the black man in America.

Silver said that after the black man was freed from the shackles of slavery, he was embodied in the rigid caste system "which in some ways was worse than slavery. There were no limits under slavery." Silver pointed out four clichets of racism that helped to form the rigid caste system and which has helped to procreate consciousness of that system into the present day.

The racist imperialist posture of the United States especially during the last third of the ninetenth century in which the prevalent attitude was that "taking care of our little black Thugs."

The immigration laws which were only lifted in July of 1965 after imposing eighty-six years of severe restrictions on the immi- nation of Southern Europeans and Orientals.

The pandemers in the writing field, e.g. Joseph London, who as we racist as a result of the "new antropology," and ushered out the racist preconceived notions of inherent inferiority. Of secondary importance was the Depression, which caused people to question every- thing and an "egalitarian movement," and Hitler's at- tempt to terminate the Jews which had a strong anti-predi­ dential impact on Americans.

Silver stated that "violence and riots have diminishing re- turn from the fear of use to try to cause change only cause "people to react to that fear."

By Marty Graham Chuck Jackson and Glen Corso

Pres. candidates state platforms

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The United States is mashing a 23 ship task force including three giant carriers with about 250 jet fighters in the Sea of Japan to protect further reconnaissance flights off the North Korean shore.

The Pentagon announcement said only that the task force was "the result of" North Korea's shooting down a week ago of an unmarked Navy X-121 reconnaissance plane with 31 men aboard.

Court eases welfare requirements

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Supreme Court yesterday outlawed requirements that the needy must live in a state for a year before they could receive payments. The ruling could change the nation's welfare system and add millions to its cost.

Covered

The decision of the court that a minimum of 12 months residence requirements of Con- necticut, Pennsylvania and the District of Columbia. The court said requiring citizens to wait a year to become eligible for welfare was unconstitutional because it violated the right of free travel.

Twenty-two similar suits are pending in lower courts and are expected to be decided in line with the Supreme Court decision.

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, Robert Finch said, "I think this means that "State federals standards are invariable." A number of proposals have been advanced to establish a national minimum welfare payment instead of the varying minimums now set by the states. One argument for such standards is that they would reduce migration from state to state of poor people seeking higher welfare payments.

Outlawed Irish army blamed for riots

Belfast, Northern Ireland (UPI) - Police blamed the outlawed Irish Republican Army (IRA) yesterday for pitting Catholic civil rights disorders into a renewal of its clandestine war against Northern Ireland.

British troops took up guard positions at government offices and universities. Great Britain defense committee ordered to call out British troops but said he would ask Premier Ian Lynch of the Irish Republican, whether there was a Southern Irish military presence in the north. "Any interference with the "outlawed Irish civil rights movement."

Civilian leaders of the Irish Republican, a spokesman for the IRA said the organization had nothing to do with either the sabotage or the rioting in Northern Ireland. "The IRA disclaims all responsibility," he said.

The vice president of the Catholic civil rights movement, Vincent McAleer, did not dismiss the IRA's claim to say that British troops had been involved in the conflict but said he would ask Premier Jack Lynch of the Irish Republican, whether there was a Southern Irish military presence in the north. "Any interference with the "outlawed Irish civil rights movement."

British troops were bombarded by IRA soldiers who said they were the two big doughnuts in our class so far this year. "I hope to organize an all day sit-in at the university," said one social commission, composed of many Sophonics per hour. Also, the average freshman hasn't heard anything from his present day...
SMC girls, headed by Janie Blanchard, will be in charge of An Tostal's opening activities Thursday, May 8, on the main quad. SMC will meet Alumni Hall in a trivia Bowl at 4:00 p.m. A beer can stacking contest will be held in front of Badin. The highest stack by 10:00 p.m., using a three can base, will win a case of beer.

For a price, students will be able to have their friends captured by two boxers and put in a jailhouse to be constructed on the quad. "Prisoners" will then have to pay another amount to be released.

Students will have the chance to sell anything they no longer need or want at a White Elephant Booth. The various clubs on campus will be invited to set up display booths.

"Gentle" Thursday's carnival atmosphere will also consist of pie throwing, a female slave auction, and other assorted amusements. A Folk Festival, organized by Tim Berry and Chuck Perrin, will take place from 1-4 in the afternoon and from 6-11 at night.

President Marty Bree of Pangborn is planning Friday night's BYO beach party on St. Joseph's Lake. A large boathouse, composed mainly of railroad ties and old desks, will be constructed on a concrete slab in the middle of the lake. A smaller fire will be built on the beach for roasting hotdogs. Bree promises that a good band will play outside.

Saturday's "fun and games" will begin at 9:00 a.m. with Grand Prix time trials. A free picnic, planned by Chuck Annoto and Bill Dadio, will follow at noon on the Holy Cross lawn. But only the first 1000 guys and 1000 girls who sign up next week in the dining halls will be able to attend.

Other afternoon events will start at 1:30. A bed race around St. Mary's Lake will involve seven-man teams. Ten boys will have the chance to tell anything they no longer need or want at a White Elephant Booth. The various clubs on campus will be invited to set up display booths.

"Gentle" Thursday's carnival atmosphere will also consist of pie throwing, a female slave auction, and other assorted amusements. A Folk Festival, organized by Tim Berry and Chuck Perrin, will take place from 1-4 in the afternoon and from 6-11 at night.

President Marty Bree of Pangborn is planning Friday night's BYO beach party on St. Joseph's Lake. A large boathouse, composed mainly of railroad ties and old desks, will be constructed on a concrete slab in the middle of the lake. A smaller fire will be built on the beach for roasting hotdogs. Bree promises that a good band will play outside.

Saturday's "fun and games" will begin at 9:00 a.m. with Grand Prix time trials. A free picnic, planned by Chuck Annoto and Bill Dadio, will follow at noon on the Holy Cross lawn. But only the first 1000 guys and 1000 girls who sign up next week in the dining halls will be able to attend.

Other afternoon events will start at 1:30. A bed race around St. Mary's Lake will involve seven-man teams. Ten boys will be able to have their friends captured by two boxers and put in a jailhouse to be constructed on the quad. "Prisoners" will then have to pay another amount to be released.

Students will have the chance to sell anything they no longer need or want at a White Elephant Booth. The various clubs on campus will be invited to set up display booths.

"Gentle" Thursday's carnival atmosphere will also consist of pie throwing, a female slave auction, and other assorted amusements. A Folk Festival, organized by Tim Berry and Chuck Perrin, will take place from 1-4 in the afternoon and from 6-11 at night.

President Marty Bree of Pangborn is planning Friday night's BYO beach party on St. Joseph's Lake. A large boathouse, composed mainly of railroad ties and old desks, will be constructed on a concrete slab in the middle of the lake. A smaller fire will be built on the beach for roasting hotdogs. Bree promises that a good band will play outside.

Saturday's "fun and games" will begin at 9:00 a.m. with Grand Prix time trials. A free picnic, planned by Chuck Annoto and Bill Dadio, will follow at noon on the Holy Cross lawn. But only the first 1000 guys and 1000 girls who sign up next week in the dining halls will be able to attend.

Other afternoon events will start at 1:30. A bed race around St. Mary's Lake will involve seven-man teams. Ten boys will have the chance to tell anything they no longer need or want at a White Elephant Booth. The various clubs on campus will be invited to set up display booths.
JV stickmen win

On Sunday, the "B" squad of the Notre Dame LaCrosse Club defeated the Irish club team of Lake Forest College, 8-6, at the victor's home field. The score, however, doesn't focus on a true picture of play, as the Irish de-finitely outclassed an erratic Lake Forest team. Had it not been for Coach Kenny Lund's free substitution and unrelenting lines, the score could easily have been much more one-sided.

The first period was all Irish, as the stickmen from Notre Dame continuously harassed the Chicaguan. John Moran, a freshman midfielder, paced the Irish first period attack, scoring one goal and setting up two others by create-attackman Eddie Hoham. By the end of the first period, the Irish had pushed ahead on a total of four goals, while the defense limited the Chicaguan to two tallies.

Second period action was quite even matched, as Notre Dame slowed down, giving Lake Forest the chance to score three goals; but the Irish added three of their own to make it 7-3 at the half.

In the second half, Lake Forest began to press its attack and, by limiting its mistakes to a few, outscored the Irish scoring attack off, while moving the score to 7-4. But the revitalized Chicagoans couldn't keep up with the Irish first line of Jim Lafley, Peter Scarpelli and Fred Jingle, whose pressure and hustle accounted for six of the Irish goals. Save for two "open-net" Lake Forest goals, the boys from Chicago were unable to penetrate the Irish defense as Notre Dame held on to win, 8-6.

Outstanding performances were turn in by freshmen Vic Lupo, in his first starting role at goal, and sophomore Jim Lafley who netted two of the stickmen's eight goals.

The "A" team will head to Ohio this weekend to tackle a tough Ohio University squad, then return to Notre Dame the week of May 2nd to play the Buckeyes of Ohio State.

13 proves unlucky for Irish

Notre Dame battled Northwestern at 13 innings yesterday only to lose to the Wildcats 5-4 on a throwing error. The Irish record now stands at 4-6-1 on the season.

ND started off strong by scoring two runs in the top of the first inning. Nick Scarpelli singled, Tom Dlfer definitely outclassing an erratic Irish first period attack, scoring one run and leaving runners on base. The first period was all Irish, as the stickmen from Notre Dame continuously harassed the Chicaguar. John Moran, a freshman midfielder, paced the Irish first period attack, scoring one goal and setting up two others by create-attackman Eddie Hoham. By the end of the first period, the Irish had pushed ahead on a total of four goals, while the defense limited the Chicaguar to two tallies.

Second period action was quite even matched, as Notre Dame slowed down, giving Lake Forest the chance to score three goals; but the Irish added three of their own to make it 7-3 at the half.

In the second half, Lake Forest began to press its attack and, by limiting its mistakes to a few, outscored the Irish scoring attack off, while moving the score to 7-4. But the revitalized Chicagoans couldn't keep up with the Irish first line of Jim Lafley, Peter Scarpelli and Fred Jingle, whose pressure and hustle accounted for six of the Irish goals. Save for two "open-net" Lake Forest goals, the boys from Chicago were unable to penetrate the Irish defense as Notre Dame held on to win, 8-6.

Outstanding performances were turn in by freshmen Vic Lupo, in his first starting role at goal, and sophomore Jim Lafley who netted two of the stickmen's eight goals.

The "A" team will head to Ohio this weekend to tackle a tough Ohio University squad, then return to Notre Dame the week of May 2nd to play the Buckeyes of Ohio State.
ND students to demonstrate against CBS

By Mike Mooney

Calling his plans a move "for freedom of expression, against censorship," sophomore Tom Metzger has announced plans to lead a demonstration in front of South Bend's CBS affiliate WSBT in protest against the cancellation of the Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour.

The demonstration will take place this Thursday, April 24, in front of WSBT's offices at 300 West Jefferson, from two until five p.m. The demonstrators will sit on the sidewalk in front of WSBT, Metzger hopes to initiate a discussion among the demonstrators concerning censorship. He plans to speak with the station manager of WSBT and to circulate a petition among the demonstrators in the form of a protest letter to Robert Wood, President of CBS.

The former chairman of the Sophomore Literary Festival added that there was a good chance that a newswel of the demonstration would be aired nationally.

Metzger insists that the "arbitrary censorship of CBS has ND dean named to defense board"

Dr. E.W. Jerger, associate dean of the University of Notre Dame's College of Engineering, has been elected to the board of control of a newly incorporated group, the Professional Society for Nuclear Defense, which has the objective of generating and disseminating of information relating to the professional and technological aspects of civil defense. Society membership will include architects, engineers, and scientists with competence in the area of nuclear defense.
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Applications Are Now Being Accepted For Positions On:

SOCIAL COMMISSION

ACADEMIC SERVICES COMMISSION

STUDENT UNION COMMISSIONS

SEND APPLICATIONS TO:

Deadline:

Friday, April 25

Student Union

Box 427

Notre Dame, Ind.

VOTE

ERIC KINKOPF

Sophomore Class Secretary

COLLEGIATE FOLK FESTIVAL

IN STEPAN CENTER

Begins

THIS AFTERNOON at 2:30

with

PAI CLINTON,

RICK HOMAN,

DORIS CORBETT,

MARY ANN TORRELL,

PATTY GUERNSEY,

JEFF JOHNSON,

STEVE JOHN,

TED FAHY and others

TONIGHT AT 7:30

The Bluegrass Gentlemen

Featherrain

Simon and Blaha

Ginther Sisters

Dorian

and CHUCK AND MARY PERRIN

(COME CASUAL, BRING A BLANKET)

WESTERN UNION

SENDING BLANK

1970

APPL Y TO Bill Locke PO Box 522

Academic Affairs Commissions

APPLY TO Dave Krashna PO Box 522

Human Affairs Commission

APPLY TO Pete Kelly PO Box 522

Community Relations and Services Commissions

APPLY TO Bill Locke PO Box 522

APPLY TO Pete Kelly PO Box 522

INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS-NAME, MAJOR, ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER

BRIEF STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

POSITIONS STILL OPEN FOR OTHER STUDENT GOVT. COMMISSIONS!